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Abstract
Unethical hacking of sites, probing, click frauds, phishing, denial of services attack and many
such malicious practices affects the organizational integrity and sovereignty. Such activities
are direct attacks on the safety, security and confidentiality of the organization. These
activities put organizational privacy at stake. Botnet forensic is utilized to strengthen the
security tools by understanding the modus operandi of the attacks. The available observations
can be utilized in future also to prevent a potential threat to network security. This paper
enlightens the novel summary of previous survey including life cycle, classification,
framework, detection, analysis and the challenges for botnet forensics. It gives the framework
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for botnet forensics to understand the collection, identification, analysis and post mortem
activities in each phase. It refers to various botnet attack and their tendencies to proliferate. It
highlights the current research gap in context with researcher’s previous contributions.
Keywords: Botnet, malware, botnet forensics, botnet identification, botnet analysis.

1. Introduction
On 19th july 2012, as per BBC News, huge spam botnet (Grum) is taken out by security
researcher. A botnet which experts believe sent out 18% of the world’s spam email has been
shut down. Security company Fireeye and spam tracking service SpamHaus worked with
local internet service providers (ISP) to shut down the illegal network. The most popular
botnet engross in spam activity are Grum, Bobax, Pushdo, Rustock, Bagale, Mega-D,
Maazben, Xarvester, Donbot,Gheg. The previous statistic exhibit 80% of all spam is sent by
these ten botnets, they use to send 135 billion spam message a day. This statistics are
gradually becoming worse now.
McAfee the general malware threat shows the steady growth, which is grown up rapidly
increased from 84 million in 2012 to 128 million in 2013. The new malware increased from 2
million in 2010 to 15 million in 2013. According to McAfee global threat intelligence, Sql
injection attacks are most is in US followed by Taiwan, Spain, Venezuela, Germany, Brazil
and others. As per security research company (Symantec), top botnet victim are China and
US. In 2016 survey shows that US regained largest 23% among all countries hosting the most
malicious activity. South Korea dropped from first place to fourth in phishing website ranking,
China still hold second place with 9% share of malicious computer activity [1].

Figure 1.Malicious activity among countries

Figure 1 shows the list of countries in X-axis and the ranking with percentage in Y-axis.
This figure includes the malicious activity in percentage, the rank of different countries for
spam zombie attack, their bot rank, their phishing website rank and their attack origin rank. If
we see separately, ransomware attack embattled India most followed by Russia, Kazakhstan,
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Italy, Germany, Vietnam, Algeria, Brazil, Ukraine and US [2] from figure 2. This figure refers
to the list of countries in X-axis and their ranking in Y-axis.

Figure 2. Ransom ware Infected Country

The most distributed denial of service (DDoS) originated country in the world is China
followed by US, UK, France, Korea, Singapore, Japan, Vietnam and Germany. Figure 3
shows the most ddos attack originated countries in the world [2]. This figure refers to the list
of the countries in X-axis and the percentage of distributed denial of services attack in Y-axis

Figure 3. Most DDoS attack originated Country

Botnet forensic deals post mortem activities on botnet attacks and its associated
vulnerabilities. Botnet is used for illegal activities such as sending spam, different unwanted
emails (Trojan, phishing, spyware, adware, fast flux etc.), media, software, stealing
information or computing resource, click fraud, denial of services attacks etc. It is a
collection of compromised computer. When a computer is compromised by an attacker, there
is often code within the malware (a computer program which is made for harm the system)
that commands it to become a part of botnet. It is the most dangerous issue against cyber
security as they provided distributed dependencies for many activities. Botmaster or
botherder controlled these malicious botnet networks. IRC (inter related chat) network is
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specially used by the attacker for managing and controlling the infected hosts because IRC is
a most easily available network or server. Bot term came in existence from the word Robot
which works as a predefined function or by the software program. it can be directed through
command and control channel. Botnets are run by malicious programmer known as botherder
or botmmaster. Botherder sends the infection or viruses to the feeble user’s computer whose
payload is malicious application. It connects through command and control server. Spammer
purchase services from the botmaster and botmaster itself issues the updated command.
Botnet forensic is a science which determine the scope of breach and apply the
methodology to find out the types of infection. Botnet forensic is the investigation of botnet
attacks that includes collection, identification, detection, acquisition and attribution. It is the
post mortem activities for the botnet. This paper is the survey of botnet forensics, which
categorized botnet investigation into three major categories. These categories are the
Framework, Identification and Analysis. The primary contributions of our work are:• Novel summary of previous survey.
• Classification of botnet forensics.
• Identification and analysis for botnet forensics.
• Research challenges of botnet forensics.
This paper is organized as follows with section 2 describe the background details of
botnet and its survey. Section 3 presents the framework and their gap subsection presents the
identification and the Analysis of botnet forensics, section 4 represents its research challenges
and Section 5 concludes with future scope the paper.

2. Background of Studies
Botnet forensic is a very young science. The term botnet forensic came in existence after
few terminologies such as static forensic, malware forensic and network forensic. Static
forensic is the traditional and foundation approach for digital forensics [3, 4]. This analysis is
used to identify all deleted file and to determine whether the file is encrypted files or any
other. Static forensics obtained clue from identified files that is helpful for previous event
results. On the other hand, live forensic deals with those evidence that is not collected by
traditional forensics [5]. We can collect all evidence from running system through live
forensic. Aquilina et al. [6] explained physical memory is stored on target system from where
the evidence can be captured and collected in live forensic [6-8]. Malware forensics is the
analysis of malware. It is directly associated with the malicious activity cause by DDoS,
phishing, spam, etc. the forensic investigation is needed to get rid of this problem. Figure 4
refers to forensics cycle which consists four phases as start, attack commenced, Investigation
undertaken and the Investigation complete.
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Figure 4: Forensics cycle

In recent times, the network forensics have drawn tremendous significance for ensuring
the organization’s network security. Network forensics facilitates the detailed analysis of both
the outside attacks as well as the insider’s abuse. By investigating both kinds of attacks, it
ensures its detection of attacks and their prevention in the future, which saves financial loss and
the reputation of the organization.
Network security and network forensics are two different technologies. Security products
that are utilized for the avoiding intrusion provide data for forensics analysis and
investigations. Unlike network forensics, the network security prevents the attack on the
system. Network security has a proactive approach as it keeps a close observation on the
network and is constantly looking for the abnormal behavior in the context of potential security
attack. It is a preventive measure to avoid the malicious activities by the bots. Network forensic
is a reactive approach, in which the investigation is usually done after the attack. It is like an
autopsy i.e., postmortem investigation. Most often it is observed that it is specific and focused
on the type of attack and address only the issues related to the attack.
Ranum coined the term network forensics. Network forensic can be defined as,” The
reconstruction of network event to provide definitive insight into action and behavior of users,
applications as well as devices”. However, network forensic is about utilizing the scientific
method and tools for collecting, identifying, collaborating, examining, analyzing and to
generate the document via using digital information from live network sessions.
Pilli et al. [9] defined the concept of network forensic as “it deals with data found across
a network connection mostly ingress and egress traffic from one host to another”. He further
defined Network forensics as it goes beyond network security as it not only detects the attack,
but records the evidence as well. There are certain attacks which do not breach network
security policies but may be legally prosecutable. These crimes can be handled only by
network forensics. Forensic systems act as a deterrent, as attackers become cautious. They
spend more time and energy to cover the tracks in order to avoid prosecution. The Network
Forensics is a scientifically proven technique for collecting, identifying, examining, fusing,
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analyzing and documenting the all evidences for the purpose of revealing the facts [10].
Giura et al. [11] designed Netstore to store very large amount of network flow data and
analyzed them. This system is useful in such cases where the suspects host’s all activities
keepwatch. Garfinkel et al. [12] classified the network forensics systems into two categories:
catch-it-as-you-can tools, stop-look-and-listen tools. Catch-it-as-you-can tools are utilized for
capturing all the packets, which passes through a specific traffic point and write them to the
storage. This method demands huge amount of storage as the analysis is done in the batch
mode. Stop-look-and-listen tools, each packet are analyzed in a minimal required way and
only important part is stored in the memory for the future reference. For this approach, a
faster processor is required. In both the tools a large amount of storage is required and in both
the cases, the tools keep updating itself by erasing the old data so that space can be made for
new information.
Sitaraman et al. [13] also classified the network forensics tools into host based tools and
network wide tools. Host-based network forensic tools are attacked to a single host in the
network. These tools capture all the packets passing through the host and analyze them.
Whereas in the case of network-wide forensic, the tools can be utilized for multipoint
surveillance on the network by installing tools at different points on the network. This tools
facilitates a comprehensive view of the network activity. Niksun and Net detector are the
widely and commonly utilized network wide forensic tools.
2.1 Definition
Botnet forensic involves capturing (fetching) the network traffic, retrieving the evidence
after reconnaissance from multiple devices, systems, processes and other resources. The
information given by botnet forensic is utilized to strengthen the security tools by
understanding the modus operandi of the attacks. The available observations can be utilized
in future also to prevent a potential threat to network security. Botnet Forensic can be said
that it is both the proactive and reactive approach. It not only ensures the network security but
also facilitates the law enforcement. The prime objective of botnet forensic is to measure the
level of intrusions, investigating them and providing information to recover from an intrusion
so as to strengthen system security and retrievable evidence presentation.
Botnet forensic is the science of mitigating, characterizing, trace backing investigating
and identifying the clues of bot. Botnet forensics is the technique that assist to ameliorate
the system through an analysis of the Bot attack and detecting them. It focuses on the
preservation and acquisition of the digital evidence from the various sources to be used as a
bot clues for the investigation. Botnet forensics is of great importance now-a-days, as it
assists and prevent the organization from the outside and the inside network attacks. It helps
to detect the attack and to mitigate the damage occurred by determining who is responsible
for an attack and also can determine the path from an affected network or system to the point
from where an attack is originated. Table 1 refers to the major botnet and their establishment.
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Table 1. Major Botnets and their Establishment

Types of
protocol

Bot Name

Discovered

Propagation Mechanism

HTTP

Rusktock

2006

Propagation through spam and infection.

HTTP

Blackenergy

2007

Propagation through infection.

HTTP

Zues

2007

Propagation by downloads.

HTTP

Waledac

2007

Propagation through spam

HTTP

Koobface

2008

Propagation through social networking sites.

HTTP

Lethic

2008

Worm, virus Propagation through spam.

HTTP

Mirai

2016

Targets on consumer devices through scanning.

IRC

GTbot

2000

Involvement for UDP/SYN flood

IRC

Sdbot

2002

Involvement for UDP/ICMP flood.

IRC

Gaobot(Agobot)

2002

Involvement for dos, spam, brute force attack

IRC

Rbot

2003

Involvement for DDoS attack.

IRC

Spybot

2003

Involvement for spam, file deletion and UDP
flooding.

IRC

MaXiTE

2003

500 to 1000 server bot. TCL script

IRC

Phatbot

2004

Involvement for DDoS attack, spamming and
sniffing traffic

IRC

Mytob

2005

Propagation through email attachment extension.

IRC

Dorkbot

2011

P2P

Slapper

2002

Involvement in DDoS, spamming and harvest email
account.

P2P

Sinit

2003

Installed in OS, exploit the browser and redirect the
website.

P2P

Nugache

2006

Involvement in DDoS attack using decentralized
custom protocol

P2P

Peacomm

2007

Spamming, DDoS, disable the firewall and attach
with mail.

P2P

Conficker

2009

Spamming, through dictionary attack stealing data.

P2P

Kelihos

2010

Spamming, DDoS and embed links through hidden
social networking.

P2P

Necurs

2016

Distributor of many piece of malware. Email
attachment with javascripts or through macros.

2.2 Classification of Botnet Forensics System
Many researchers contributed their work for botnet. Bailey et al. [14] proposed
propagation & compromise, command &Control, Attacks &Theft problems. On the basis of
population size, propagation speed, detectability, he explained the different propagation
methodology in propagation mechanism. Karasaridis et al. [15] framed the design to
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measure the gap between monitored flow data and by default IRC traffic flow.
Wurzinger et al. [16] used regular expression to represent sets of suspicious IRC nick
name. He used n-gram analysis to evaluate the nick name for determining the particular
conversation hinge upon infected host. Brodsky relied on the same assumption that botnet
tend to forward huge no. of spam in a relatively small time period for detecting spam botnet.
Zhu et al. [17] surveyed into many areas of botnet including bot anatomy, botnet prediction,
honeynet and traffic monitoring. Zhuang et al. [18] worked on Size estimation, gianveccho et
al. [19] worked on Behavior analysis, grizzard et al. [20], kanich et al. [21] worked on peer to
peer botnet.
Feily et al. [22] segregated botnet detection technique into four classes i.e. signature,
anomaly, DNS and mining. He described the botnet phenomenon, botnet characteristics and
botnet life cycle. Their botnet detection comparison shows a. The signature based technique
can only detect known botnet whereas the other classes detect unknown botnet, b. DNS based
technique allow real time detection. DNS uses DNSBL counter intelligence to detect survey
in real time however, active countermeasure run the risk of false positives, c. both Mining
based and DNS based detection approach effective to detect encrypted C&C botnet
communication. Garcia et al. [23] analyze and compare network based detection area. He
proposed new dimension to analyze their classification scheme.
Konovalov et al. [24] proposed the simulation based study on investigation of botnet and
shared the simulated environment of the various stages of botnet life cycle and efficiency of
the correspondent defense mechanism. Lashkari et al. [25] surveyed on their previous paper
and introduced different attribute of botnet. He surveyed on botnet protocol specific to IRC,
P2P and HTTP.
Broadly we can classify the whole research as following manner and shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Botnet Forensics Classification

2.2.1 Payload Classification
In payload based traffic classification, packets are classified in the field of the payload.
Payload uses classification techniques like Deep Packet Inspection for verification and
classification of traffic. For understanding and verifying various applications, Deep packet
inspection (DPI) utilizes the signature analysis. In most of the applications unique pattern of
signatures exists. There are different signature analysis methods such as pattern analysis,
protocol analysis, heuristics analysis, numerical analysis, behavioral analysis.
In Pattern analysis applications have some pattern in the payload of the packets, which can
be used to identify the protocols. These patterns may be presented in any position in the packet
after this only the classification is possible. Numerical analysis includes the numerical
characteristics of the packet for example payload size, the number of response packets, etc.
Behavioral analysis and heuristic analysis go simultaneously, and several antiviruses utilizes
both techniques for identifying viruses and infections. Protocol analysis, protocols are the set
of rules of a particular action.
Lu et al. [26] describes traffic classification as early common techniques which based on
the particular port number of a particular protocol to find the network application. It was
proved ineffective for these port number based traffic classifications because of the some
reasons like new growth of peer to peer network application, the dynamic port number for
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some applications, or wrapping different services into the particular application. By utilizing
previous work on the application of machine learning algorithm for classification and
clustering the traffic flows having a particular set of statistical features [27, 28], a payload
content signature model for application traffic classification [29,30] and traffic identification
depending on heuristics derived from host communication pattern analysis [31,32] . He tried
to detect the P2P traffic rather than particular P2P application. Shortage of sharable dataset
and inappropriate metrics became the main cause why the comparison between the mentioned
methods failed [33].
2.2.2 Signature Based Classification
The main objective of the signature based classifier is to detect, investigate the nature
and find out the feature of a bit string operating in the given payload. There are so many
applications that uses primary protocol like in tcp protocol three way handshaking. This
classifier is utilized on fredezone, a free network service provider (Wi-Fi) operated by the
city of Fredericton Shafi et al. [34] also reconnaissance on the theoretical bounds for learning
signatures using existing theory shows a framework for online extraction of signatures using
a supervised classifier system.
2.2.3 Decision Tree Based Classification
Decision tree based classification is structure looks like a tree. In this by splitting the
dataset into smaller subsets, the decision tree also developed simultaneously, and the outcome
is presented in the form of a tree which has decision nodes and leaf nodes. It is a better
method of classifying the unknown traffic. It can be further utilized for classification of
traffic by initiating from roots of the tree and moving upto complete classification till the leaf
node [35] that defines a simple and efficient model for classification of the unknown
application into different categories.
2.2.4 Ensemble Based Classification
Livadas et al. [36] identified the Botnet traffic using machine learning technique. For this
purpose he segregated the whole traffic into IRC and non IRC traffic. After segregation he
differentiated the IRC traffic & real traffic and compare this analysis with J48, naïve Bayes &
Bayesian network classifiers. Beigi et al. [37] focuses on statistical network flow features
rather than packet content is unable to differentiate between Botnet IRC traffic and benign
traffic. Author shows the loophole on previous methods such as principle component analysis
(PCA), correlation feature selection (CFS), minimum redundancy maximum relevance
(mRMR) and improper evaluation of features set on testbed datasets. He built a dataset which
incorporate different variety of botnet of different protocol in realistic environment. Saad et al.
[38] proposed a new approach (detecting P2P bot before launch the attack) to characterize
and detect through network traffic behavior. Using machine learning technique he extracted,
analyzed the set of C&C traffic behavior & its characteristics. He differentiated among five
machine learning technique i.e. Super vector machine (SVM), artificial neural network
(ANN), nearest neighbors’ classifier (NNC), Gaussian based classifier (GBC) and Naïve
bayes classifier (NBC). Rokach et al. [39] divided ensemble model into dependent and
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independent method. In dependent method the most well versed model instance is boosting
which is known as resampling and combining. It is used to improve the performance of week
classification on distributed training data. Through iterative process AdaBoost is well known
ensemble algorithm to improve simple boosting algorithm. In independent well known
method is Bagging and Wagging [40].
2.2 Motivation of Botnet Forensics
Unethical hacking of sites, probing, Click frauds, phishing, denial of services attack and
many such malicious practices affects the organizational integrity and sovereignty. Such
activities are direct attacks on the safety, security and confidentiality of the organization.
These activities put organizational privacy at stake. The main motivation behind this paper is
to enlighten on the rapidly increasing number of botnet attacks. Our paper primarily focuses
on the different views about botnet, its lifecycle phases and investigates the different attacks.
It is basically a survey paper which confides the previous literature on botnet forensic.

3. Botnet Forensic Framework
This section focuses on various proposed framework by the authors. We have categories
our work into three phases such as framework, identification and analysis. Farley et al. [41]
proposed distributed surveillance intrusion and detection framework. He generated set of
controlled attack refer roving bugnet which is used for observing remote distributed
controlled system. Bugnet contains compromised system or devices called bugbot. He
designed a preliminary mitigation framework that is compatible with most of the windows
platform.
Riccardi et al. [42] proposed financial botnet framework based on Dorothy framework
and blacklist based IP reputation system. This architecture promote and increased the
involvement of low enforcement authorities, financial institution after sharing intelligence
information. Zeidanloo et al. [43] proposed and develop detection framework which is based
on common pattern and its characteristics of malicious hosts. Wang et al. [44] worked on
various existing botnet detection technique in which he analyzed multi sensor information
and proposed novel information on fusion model. This model effectively discards the
irrelevant information from sensors so that it improved the detection accuracy.
The study proposes a generic framework for botnet forensic based on existing models
and researches (Figure 6). The first phase of our generic framework is malware. It is the
combination of propagation, infection, communication and attack that shows the stages of
malware. As we know botnet has become a common phenomenon on Internet. It is a
collection of infected machine or in other word it is a kind of army of infected bots targeted at
spreading malicious activity and expansion of bot army. The botmaster controls and
communicates through C&C channels. IRC is most commonly and widely utilized channel.
This portion shows the kind of malware weather it is botnet or other kind of malware. The
second phase of the generic framework is botnet forensic identifier. Our botnet forensic
identifier focus on identifying whether the system is compromised or it may get infected. If it
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is compromised, it will identify whether it is bot attack or any other kind of attack. Botnet
forensic identifier searches the bot through the reconnaissance of traffic, attribution,
automotive passive, and malware sample. Our Botnet forensic identifier tries to locate and
concentrates on spam email because 80% of email traffic is just because of spam. Botnet
forensics identifier also covers the attribution, automotive passive, and malware sample.
Traffic

Propagation

Attribution
Automat

Infection

ive
Passive
Botnet Forensic Identifier

Communication

Malware
Sample

Attack

MALWARE
Analysis
Collection

Botnet Forensic Analyzer

Investiga
tion
Exa

Preserva
tion

mination
Botnet Evidence

Incident Action

Figure 6. Botnet Forensics Framework

The third phase of the generic framework is Botnet forensic analyzer that analyzes the result
generated from the identifier. Botnet forensic analyzer works to search after crime
investigation. When identifier insures the malware, analyzer seeks what type of malware it is,
where it infected. At this stage analyzer finds out the clues with actual information forward it
to botnet evidence phase. It is observedby different phases such as analysis, investigation,
examination, collection, and preservation. It includes analysis, investigation, examination,
collection, and its preservation. The fourth stage is Botnet evidence that collected all
information from the various previous stages and forwards it to incident response phase 3.
3.1 Botnet Forensic Identification
Botnet forensics identification refers to the system involvement in bot malicious
activities. This is the initial phase where researcher may get the possibilities of any malicious
activities specific to the botnet. Castle et al. [45] showed a novel technique for the automatic
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identification of botnets used to deliver malicious email. Author showed a referential
implementation system for presenting this technique. This developed system could have
deployed in a live environment.
Dacier et al. [46] showed the attack attribution method. This method exhibits some real
world result traces in low interaction honeypot. DiBenedetto et al. [47] added the use of TCP
fingerprints. He traced the captured spam from ISP’s and identified Srizbi botnet. Govil et
al. [48] identified the method and types of botnet. Junjie et al. [49] proposed a novel botnet
detection system for identifying the stealthy P2P botnets even though it may not be
observable. Author’s proposal can detect and identify stealthy P2P botnet even when the
infected hosts are using legitimate P2P applications and p2p bot software at one time. They
proposed high detection accuracy with a low false positive. Using machine learning based
classification Livadas et al. [50] identified the compromised host. They compare the
performance of J48, Bayesian network and naïve Bayes classifiers that identified the
classification accuracy. Van-Hau et al. [51] identified and traced low interaction honeypot
belongs to the same botnet without any prior information. He proposed a solution to detect
new botnets with very cheap and easily deployable solutions.

Figure 7. Identification of Botnet Forensics

Wei et al. [52] proposed a new online botnet traffic classification system, named BotCop.
Using decision tree model and payload signature author characterize the network traffic flow
and analyzed the malicious bot traffic from the normal traffic. They proposed a novel
application approach for classifying network applications on a large scale Wi-Fi ISP network.
Xiao et al. [53] presented the effective approach to capture malware samples. They designed
40
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and implemented a malware sample capturing and tracking system (MSCTS). This tracking
system contains acquisition of unknown malware, information statistics, simulation on
network behaviour and automatic analysis. Yu et al. [54] presented the data adaptive
technique and showed raw network traffic flows into multi dimensional feature streams and
used the correlation analysis. Mohaisen et al. [55] proposed the signature based and behavior
based classification technique. He used common sequence of bytes to identify the malware
Zeus through classification technique whereas during the execution of these malware artefact
created by malware in behavioural based classification. Bijalwan et al. [56] identified the bot
clues through random udp flooding.
According to botnet forensic identification Survey, we classified whole identification of
botnet forensic process into traffic, attribution, TCP Fingerprint, malware and automotive
passive identification (Figure 7).
We classified whole traffic into Bot traffic, Data adaptive network traffic, Machine
learning traffic identification. Machine learning traffic identification is classified into naïve
classification, Bayesian classification, J48 classification. Automative passive identification
classified into spam which include the heuristic, Bayesian analysis and embed url. In
anti-spam classification, focuses on isolation, conflicts, clustering and durability. In malware
sample shows the sample, proactive heuristic sample, action and tracing malware.
Methodology is diversified, analyzing and structure is traced, capture and analyze. In TCP
fingerprint identification, we arranged this identification into dataset which show the traces
data and the reputation list, customer stack which include the malware native and flow which
is accepted, rejected and failed for the identification.
3.2 Botnet Forensic Analysis
Traffic in botnet is an artificial traffic generated from thousand of infected zombies
personal computers, i.e. (the computers connected to an infected host and utilized by a bot
master to spread malicious activities) some botnet may count more than one million personal
computers and aiming among other things at generating fraudulent advertising revenue through
click fraud or impression fraud.
Network traffic monitoring refers to keeping a close eye on the traffic movement or inflow
or outflow of all the packets on the network and looking for the abnormal behavior and
analyzing the traffic behaviors so that the potential threat to network security if any can be
detected in it’s advance stages. It protects the efficiency of the networks. The technologies
facilitating network traffic monitoring are as follows: Firewalls, Intrusion detection and
prevention system, Network monitoring, managing and performance software and, Anti-virus.
The whole analysis is classified into three phases, the Traffic based, IRC based and other
analysis. Further traffic based analysis is categorized into five phases, C2 traffic based, P2P
based traffic, IRC based traffic, Flow based traffic and DNS based traffic analysis. In others
exhibits the cross analysis, host based analysis and malicious probing.
3.2.1 Traffic Based Analysis
3.2.1.1 C2 Traffic Based Analysis
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Command & control play an important role in existence of botnet. Masud et al. [57]
proposed a temporal correlation technique to detect the command & control bot traffic. They
have generated bot clues in log files through TCPdump and exedump. This tool capture the
network traffic including all ingress and egress traffic. They extract the related features from
log files to detect the command & control bot traffic using data mining techniques.
AsSadhan et al. [58] proposed the periodic behavior of command & control traffic to
detect the bot. They focused on period’s length effect and duty cycle of the command &
control traffic. By test performance they observed and revealed that when duty cycle increase,
it also increased and the period length get decreased. They analyzed the performance of test
in presence of injected random noise traffic. Tao et al. [59] investigated the bursting
characteristics of centralized botnet. Table 2 refers to the traffic analysis.
Table 2. Traffic Analysis

Type

Work

Technique

Tools

Direction

Observation

C&C
[57]

Multiple
Log File

Temporal
correlation
Technique

TCPdump/Ex
edump

Data mining

Detect C2 traffic

C&C
[58]

Periodic
Behaviour

Walker’s Large
Sample Test

Tiny
P2P Injected
generated by random Noise
SLINGbot

C&C
[59]

Intrinsic
Characteri
stics
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3.2.1.2 P2P Based Traffic Based Analysis
Dae-il et al. [60] proposed the study of the infected HTTP2P botnet detection. They
analyzed on waledac botnet by classifying waledac botnet as proxybot and workerbot.The
proposed infected botnet used combination protocol such as HTTP2P i.e. the over HTTP. As
this is a combination of both HTTP and P2P, it takes the advantages of both the protocol. This
proposed technique detected the infected HTTP2P botnet. Dafan et al. [61] analyzed the
difference between normal and advanced P2P protocol for botnet. Bots periodically search
the key to get the command for future attack as botherder hardcode the search key in its bot
program. Authors designed an advanced hybrid P2P botnet hinge upon the unstructured P2P
protocols.
3.2.1.3 IRC Based Traffic Analysis
Mazzariello et al. [62] focused on centralized bot detection. They addressed the known
bot always characterized by their propagation mechanism. It may characterized by the next
popular.
3.2.1.4 Flow Based Traffic Analysis
Shahrestani et al. [63] analyzed on the current network intrusion detection method. This
method based on anomaly detection. It crossed from the flow based detection system for
checking worth fullness. Bilge et al. [64] generated the novel technique to overcome the
challenges imposed by the analysis of netflow data. After analysis he identified the disclosure
to C&C channel traffic using netflow records such as size, temporal behavior and client
access pattern.
3.2.1.5 DNS Network Traffic Based Analysis
Thomas et al. [65] analyzed the DNS based botnet detection for P2P version 2. They
experimented on extracted DNS based result with the help of hash list size data. Large hash
lists results explained the ability to detect traffic under a saturated network load.
3.2.2 IRC Based Analysis
Govil et al. [48] highlighted various detection mechanisms to seek insight into their
capability and relevant issues emanating from various perspectives. Author showed botnet
infected nature, detection techniques & their IRC client evasion. Kaemarungsi et al. [67]
presented the approach to handle the botnet threat using available information from the
Shadow server foundation and describe the automate tool. Author presented the statistical
data which was captured over two years on botnets. Table 3 refers the IRC based analysis
specifically.
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Table 3. IRC Based Analysis

Author
/Year

Work

Technique

Tools

Direction

Observation

IRC
[48]

Detection
mechanism/
defense

Honeypot/
Spampot

Nepenthes

DNS Based IDS

More prevention cyber threat

IRC
[67]

Handle
threat using
available
information

Incident
handling
ThaiCERT

Automate
tool

Statistical data on
botnet
threat/
implementation of
software script

Installing
sensors
monitored tool

&

3.3 Others
3.3.1 Cross Analysis (Conficker, MegaD, Srizbi)
Shin et al. [68] analyzed the Conficker, MegaD, and Srizbi botnet. They showed
cross-analysis uses among conficker, MegaD and Srizbi botnets in order to gain complete
knowledge of their infection. In this analysis, author examined common infected networks
which is extremely prone to malware infection. Based on cross-analysis results, author
derived new implications and insights for defense. They empirically showed the historic
infection data of some known botnet that uses the same infection type with more than 80%
accuracy. Jungsuk et al. [69] showed cross analysis among 10 spamming botnet to analyze
malware infected host.
Table 4. Others

Type

Work

Technique

Tools

Direction

Observation

Cross
analysis
[69]

Infected
data

Cross
analysis
among
them

Conficker,
MegaD,Srizbi

Prone to
malware
infection

Fine
grained
information & nature

spam [70]

Zombie
host based
analysis

Distinguis
hes
legitimate
mail
&
Spam

Mail Transfer
Agent(MTA)

E-mail
parameter

Email filtering,
n/w delay,
Avoid high false rate

Malicious
Probe [71]

Malicious
probing
traffic

Monitored
by sensor

Honeynet/
DShield

Scaning
events

Information for probing activity

infection

3.3.2 Host Based Analysis
Wang et al. [70] proposed a method to detect zombie hosts. They proposed a method to
modify filtering process on firewall layer. They differentiated mail as non spam and spam from
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the external parameter. This technique increased the speed of filtering the mail and reduced the
network delay. This process neglects the problem of high false rate.
3.3.3 Malicious Probing Analysis
Zhichun et al. [71] analyzed the malicious probing traffic in order to find out the
significance of large-scale “botnet probes”. In this process, the collection of remote hosts
observed by a sensor in coordinated fashion. They designed schemes to extrapolate the global
properties of scanning events.

4. Research Challenges
The exhaustive work covered the investigation on botnet forensics designed by different
authors. There were some limitations in different phases however this section enlights the gap
require in each phase. The exhaustive survey finds research gaps in following phases:
4.1 Collection Phase
•
•

Effective mechanism is to be in place to identify attack features from packet captures.
Capturing the bot traffic in real time, transmitted through high speed network.

4.2 Identification Phase
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Attacks must be identified instantaneously to trigger forensics process.
Type of attack must be identified. It should be possible in real time.
Traces must be stored of identified network
The network events which are malicious must be identified.
unauthorized events and anomalies can be identified through real time identification
The flow based temporal correlation utilizes two different log files whereas, it may be
applied on more system level logs such as those that track process, service execution,
memory, cpu utilization, disk reads or write and so on. Using this approach a real time
C&C traffic detection system can be implemented.
Efficient technique to detect the centralize botnet.

4.3 Analysis Phase
•

Attack information and alerts must be taken from various security sensors as no single
security tool can give comprehensive alert information.
• Information must be considered from various hosts from a compromised network for
reconnaissance.
• Chances of improvement of data accuracy.
• Waledac traffic is similar to P2P traffic. It is hard to detect a traffic flow. It is still
challenges to apply this into flow based detection.
• The deep analysis on IRC traffic is still the challenge.
• Machine learning technique required to improve the algorithm.
5. Conclusion and Future Scope
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Botnet Forensic is a proactive and reactive investigation on Botnet. However this study is
based on prior research reactive investigation. Our survey shows the framework of botnet
forensic which include the Identification and an analysis. We surveyed the prior researcher
work and implement the generic framework of Botnet Forensic. This paper focuses on the
different views of botnet and its life cycle phases and investigates the different attacks.
We made an extensive survey on various botnet forensic and develop the botnet forensic
framework model. Many researchers examined the botnet with some technique but not
specifically towards botnet forensic. This survey paper identify the serious problem of botnet
specific in forensics, analyze the recent research work, prepare a framework on botnet
forensic works and it results then finally research challenges on botnet forensic. This paper
enlighten on botnet and its related activity from beginning to the ends. From different
sections, we observed some research gap which we have covered in our research and
challenges section.
The study is an attempt for reconciliation of the research gap. It endeavors the work for
the future in the line with mitigating the probability of severe bot attacks. This work can be
implemented through different machine learning algorithm either single or ensemble based
machine learning. This work can be achieved through high performance computing.
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